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Focus Points  
&  

Image sharpness

"There is nothing worse than a sharp 
image of a fuzzy concept."

- Ansel Adams
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Various DSLR cameras have different focus mode options but they 
can all be set on either all point focus or single point focus.

Which one to choose?  Well the problem with all point focus, is that 
your camera will always focus on the object closest to it, which may 
or may not be your subject.

Single point focus or manual selection allows you to toggle the focus 
points until the focus is exactly where you want it, thus giving you 
complete control over where your camera is going to focus.

Using your camera manual, learn to change from auto AF point 
selection to manual AF point selection and practise toggling the 
focus from one AF point to another before proceeding. 

There are 2 different methods of obtaining focus:
Focus & recompose
Make sure that the centre focus point is hovering over your 
subject or the object you want to focus on, even if that is not 
exactly the way you want to frame or compose your photograph.

Hover the focus point, press halfway down on the shutter release 
(this locks the focus) now recompose the shot the way you want 
it framed.  Ensure that you do not change your depth of field by 
moving position i.e. leaning in closer or further away from the 
subject after focusing.  This will help to make sure that the plane 
of focus you selected will remain in focus.

Toggling your focus points
This is a bit more difficult but will most often give you a sharper 
image.  Compose your shot and then manually select the focus 
point by toggling the points until your focus is where you want it.

Remember to keep the focus point on the eyes or face of your 
subject and if it's a still life, then over the centre of interest.

AF mode options

One shot AF (Canon) / AF-S (Nikon) - Used for still subjects

AI Servo AF (Canon) / AF-C (Nikon) - The lens focuses continually, 
this mode is useful for moving subjects and sports.

AI Focus AF (Canon) / AF-A (Nikon) - Detects whether the subject 
is moving or still and acts accordingly
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IN A NUTSHELL...
 � Single point focus mode gives you control over where your camera 

focuses 

 � Toggling your focus points will give you sharper images. 

 � You can change your AF mode to suit the shooting situation, a still 
subject or a moving subject 

 � Achieve sharp images by: 
- Cleaning your lens 
- Using a good quality lens e.g. prime lens 
- Using higher/narrower apertures 
- Maintaining an acceptable shutterspeed (handhold rule). 
- Holding the camera steady. 
- Keeping a low ISO 
- Using the centre AF point to focus 

How to get tack sharp images
Clean Lens - A clean lens helps your camera’s auto focus to work. 
Imagine trying to see something through a dirty window!

Lens choice - Prime lenses tend to be sharper than zoom lenses.  
The better the lens, the better the sharpness and image quality.

Aperture - A higher aperture (smaller hole) will give you more 
depth of field and result in more of the image being in focus.

Shutterspeed - Another way to maintain sharp images is to 
observe the handheld camera and shutterspeed rule:
When handholding your camera, don’t use a shutter speed that is less 
than your focal length. i.e. Don’t shoot slower than 1/60th of a second 
if the focal length of your lens is 60mm or don’t shoot slower than 
1/200th of a second when using a 200mm lens.

The larger the mm’s the heavier your lens will be and the more 
difficult it will be to hold it steady.

Steady camera - Hold your camera correctly (See the visual guide 
from Digital Camera World on how to hold a camera).  Use a tripod if 
your shutterspeed is too slow to handhold the camera.

ISO - Keep a low ISO to avoid digital noise which can soften your 
image.

Centre AF point - the centre focus point is the most precise of all 
the points and is sensitive to both horizontal & vertical lines.

 � HOT TIP 
When using your camera's auto focus, ensure the focus mode 
switch on your lens is set to AF not MF (manual focus) 

 � With many cameras the centre focus point is more sensitive 
than all the others and will give you the sharpest images
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